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-     
-    40mg
-    60mg                                                     MDMA or "MDM"
+    80mg    pg 186
++  100mg                                                    cont. from p. 186.
+   100mg
++  100mg 11/24/76 - ATS - 9:20AM; 100mg Colin -p:210 & 100mg Benita at same gen -
          time - first effects by all there at [0:30] - Colin comments on odd
          personal attachments to wool sweater. Missa S. too much. [0:35] at 60%.
          I am overly voluble. [0:45-0:50] stable at 60% good rapport [with] dog.
          (each of us interact, but each can be quite alone). at [3:05] I am at 10%
          and leave. Further-comments. Colin AM. next - still 10% - things move
          [with] jerky motion. Traffic coming towards him -> perspective novelty.
          Book falling to floor has a series of disjointed positions en passant and
          he is most attentive to such movement. some amphetamine-like after
          effects in difficulty to sleep. Benita: AM still 5% overall extremely
          controlled get rich. Preferred to subsequent 300mg mescaline. Some
          emotional release (tears re commitment to Pharmacy) and art relief (eye-
          drawing [with] pastels) No CNS residue.

++  110mg 12/2/76 - ATS - 12:00 noon. Outside experiment. Overall duration [0:35-
          3:00] but again a 60% max window. Touchstones - pelican, cyclamen,
          beach - no driving difficulties.

+   100mg 1/4/77 ATS 10:40AM - new batch - at club. [0:40] 1st awareness [1:00-
          2:00] max, but extremely smooth - I am apparently now able to completely
          assimilate this degree of window. Drove back from SF. to farm at [2:00]
          without concern 1+ out of 4+ at most.               
                                                              letter Atkins 2/11/77
+++ 125mg 3/8/77 ATS 9:50AM=[0:00][0:23-0:30] slight window   MDM more manageable
          development [0:30-0:40] "noisily" developed up to   than MDA - and
          full 100% window. now what happens? [0:47] back of  much different
          lab becomes a chapel - time moving very slowly -    ( cocaine)? on≅
          erotic seems completely out of place. Pulse 120,    insufflation q.v
          b.p. ? [1:00] The world is complete in my chapel
          [1:25] how can one titrate recovery? Hand-rubbing on tummy very
          satisfying. still 100% [1:32] still 100% pulse back to 108 - teeth grit.
          [1:38] first noticeable drop - I can allow my eyes to unbalance! [2:20]
          dropping [2:40] down to 20% -  I could have driven or played piano (I
          did) at any time, quite well. [3:00] not yet quite clear. [4:00] out -
          wee bit of residual teeth-clench. On ASC scale, +++.

++  100mg 3/25/77 ATS - social setting. cocktail hr. with snacks - in imitation of
          alcohol-drink (no-cal martini). snack ~1/2hr - consumed in 50 ml tonic
          water [with] others [with] wine (over 5 mins) mild intox - start 20-30min
          last total another 1 - 1 1/2 hrs good interaction - intox level ++ (this
          was Reno fun train). quite eventful

++  120mg 4/15/77 ATS - 10:00AM=[0:00] 1st note [0:20][0:30 to 1:00] appears to
          give levels of window [2:00-2:15] attempt erot. completely impotent.
          forced stim -> ej without erection or orgasm!! [3:45] returning quickly
          [5:30] -clear- potent again. sl. dilation. ++

+    80mg
+++  80mg  chronic - see page 232
+    80mg


